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Differences between vibrational and rotational rehsation patterns disappex and similarities are reveaIed by_trxtsforming 
from stite to er.ergy distributions_ This IblIows from the constant state density of both osciilators and rotors and the expo- 
nential gap 1zw governing their relaxation A simple. pxamcter-free. rotational relsvation model which agrees well with pre- 
vious results is fornndated. 

I _ Introduction 

Rotational and vibrational reiaxation patterns of 
diatomic molecules in the gas phase appear markedIy 
different from one another [I] _ For example. infrared 
chemiIuminescence 121 and other (31 experiments in- 
dicate that rut initia1 rotational distrtbution centered 
around an excited level J rehrxes through a series of 
doubie-peak distributions which may often be repre- 
sented as a time-dependent superposition of the initird 
and Iinaf equilibrium distributions [I ,41_ On the other 
had, the reIaxation ofan initial vibmtional distribution 
centered around some excited Ieve! v is typicaNy char- 
acterized by a series of single-peak distributions gmdual- 
Iy shifting towards the final equiIibriurn one [5,6] _ Thus, 
while the memcry of the initiai rotational distribution 
is retained nearIy throughout the approach to equilib- 
rium, the details of the initia1 vibrational distribution 
rue rapidIy erased_ 

A qualitative dynamicaf expI,mation of these phe- 

*This work ~zs pjrtly supported by the Mas-PhnckCeseli- 
schztft in the framework oft joint resersrch progmm with the 
Projektemppe fiir L.rserforschung, 8046 Garching. Germany- 

nomena is provided by the exponential gap law (EGL) 
according to which the probability of the collisional 
transition AB(u) + hi + AB(nz) f M is dominated by an 
exponentially decreasing function of the energy gap 
IE, - E,, J [7] _ Rotational energy gaps increase with f, 
thus implying slow relaxation and long memory of high 
J IeveIs_ Vibrational spacings decrease (slowly, due to 
anharmonicity) with v thus exphrining the short memory 
of excited vibrationf popuIations_ Similar behaviour is 
displayed by harmonic oscillators relaxing according to 
the Landau-TeIIer (LT) model, due to the linear v de- 
pendence of the preexponentia1 factor [5-71 (see below). 

In addition to the dynamica link between rotational 
and vibrational motion implied by the EGL, the cor- 
responding degrees of freedom share an important com- 
mon statistical-spectroscopic property_ Namely, both 
(harmonic) oscillators and (rigid) rotors have an energy- 
independent density of states_ One obvious consequence 
of this fact is that the equilibrium rotational e~zergy dis- 
tribution. as opposed to the state distribution, is a 

simple exponentiaIIy decreasing function of EJ, in com- 
plete analogy to the equilibrium viirationaI distribution. 
Combining this statistical-spectroscopic analogy with 
the dynamica impIications of the ECL it can be anti- 
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cipated that some of the qualitative differences between 
the vibrational and rotational nonequilibrium state dis- 
tributions might disappear on transforming to the en- 
ergy scale. An objective of the present note is to demon- 
strate that this notion is correct. 

The constancy of the rotational-state density implies 
that n3ar the classics statistical limit (BilkT -G 1, sec- 
tion 2), the rotational spectrum can be approximated 
by a uniformly dense and non-degenerate level scheme, 
just like that of harmonic oscillators. Based on this no- 
tion, as well as on the applicability of the classical limit 
for most diatomic rotors and the similarities between 
vibrational and rotational relaxations, we shall formu- 
late a “quasi-classical” (or “harmonic-like”) model for 
rotational relaxation_ This simple model involves no 
empirical parameters and admits closed-form solutions 
(the properties of which will be discussed elsewhere [S] )_ 
Its solutions are in good agreement with other models 
which agree with experimental data but have the limi- 
tations of involving fitted parameters and complex so- 
lutions_ 

2. Densities of states 

The density of states of a classical system with f 
degrees of freedom and total energy E is defied as 

PC,,=-&& s dl-‘=-$ fi(E - W)dT, (1) 
HCE 

where dT = dp r dq r _ _ _ dpfdrlf is the phase-space vol- 
ume eIement and H is the hamiltonian. The quanta1 
definition of the (averaged) state density is 

where El is the energy of the grfold degenerate level I. 
415 is an ener=v interval around E which should be large 
compared to the level spacings near E (to avoid singula- 
rities in pq(E)). The quanta1 and classical expressions 
yidd very similar results which become identical in the 
classical limit of high density of states. 

It can be shown that ifH contains II square terms 
then pc a Enj’lr-1_ For harmonic oscillators as well as 
for rigid rotors II = 2, hence the corresponding densi- 
ties of states are energy independent_ ExplicitIy, the 

oscillator and rotor hamiltonians are: fi, =p’/2p + 
pw2q2/2 and IX, = (pz + pz/sin%)/ZI where p is the 
reduced mass, w is the vibrational frequency, I = pR’ 
is the moment of inertia and otherwise obvious nota- 
tion_ Using (1) one finds & = lfio and pp = 2Ilfi’ = 
1/B where B = h”/2I is the rotational constant. The 
same results are obtained from the quantal expression 
(2) by setting g,, = 1. E, = V&J and AEV 5 ?W for the 
oscillator and gJ = 2J t 1, EJ = BJ(J + 1) and AEJ S B 
for the rotor_ We can *&us write 

P”(E) = l/fiw, p,(E) = Z.I/fi” = 1/B_ (3 

In the quantal description the constant value of or, 
is a simple reflection of the constant vibrational level 
spacing. The constancy of or stems from the fact that 
the linear growth of the degeneracy gJ = 2J + 1 exactly 
balances the linear increase of the rotational levei spacings 

E. - EJ_* = BJ(J f 1) - BJ(J - 1) = 2BJ. Fig. 1 pro- 
vides a graphical illustration of this argument. The 
uuiformly dense, harmonic-like, appro.ximation for the 
rotational spectrum shown on the rhs of the figure de- 
fines our “quasi-classical” level scheme E,. = Br with 
r = 0, I ,2, _ _ _ _ This scheme which coincides with the 
quanta1 spectru_m at the representative points rJ = 
J(J+ 1)=0,2,6.... is intermediate between the quantal 
and classical spectra. Near the classical limit, B/We 1, 
the thermodynamic properties of rotors can be derived 
from any of the three level schemes. The harmonic-like 
structure of the quasi-classical spectrum will be exploited 
for deriving a simplified model for rotational relaxation_ 

5 2 

3 I 

CpXltCd 

E, =,B J(J*l) 

quasr- closslcai 

\ E, 5 Br 
\ 

gJ=I,J=O k------ro---- r=0 ,g,=1 

F@. I_ A schematic illustration of the qumtal and quasi-clas- 
sical rotational spectra refkctin,o the constant density of ra- 
tationa1 states. 
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3. Relaxasion 

As a basis for comparing v&rational and rotational 
relaxation patterns we adopt the LT model for the re- 
laxation of harmonic oscillators 15.61. The mode2 aHows 
only Y * Y -t 1 transitions and P(Y - 1 Iv), ‘Se probability 
of the v + Y - X transition, obeys.P@ - 1 Iv) = d’(OI 1). 
Detailed baiancing implies 

P(YjY - l)=crp(v - t(~~)~alf~(OjI)~uP(1~0), 

where a = exp(-%.$W). The master equation govem- 
tig the time evoIution of the vibrational populations 
X(y) =X(Y, t) &ZX(v) = 1 J , can be expressed in the form 

dX@)[dt=(rv I)x(y+ l)+cr~X(~-- I) 

- {v + a(v f I )J x-(v), (44) 

where we have used a reduced time SC& according to 
u&i& the energy relaxation time rgoveming 

is~~&thati=(l -a)-’ 15,6]. 
Fig- 2 illustrates the time evolution of an initS dis- 

tributbn of harmanic oxiIlators peakti$ between Y = 
6 and 7. The choice of the initial distribution and the 
value of a = 0.37 which corresponds to Z&T = I .O 
is clarified below. 

Experimental rotational relaxation data of diatomic 
molecules such as HF, HCI and CO 1243 can be ac- 
counted for with the aid of EGL-type transition prob- 
abilities 

& i , 1 1 

ho/kT= I r=o - 
ti=OJT r-05 ---- 

Eq (41 *x,0 ---- 

f’Z.J - c - 

t:30 --_ - 

I=_ --- 

Fig_ 1. Time aroIurion of an initial vzbrarional dirfnbution of 
fmrmonic osciShtors govmned by Landau-TelIer transition 
probabiities, e&S>_ 

J<.7, 
6) 

= AgJ. exp [-(C t- p)(EJ - EJS)], S > 3, 

where P(S[J) is the probability of the ineIastic iransi- 
tionJ-+.f,g$=W+ l,EJ--BJ(J+ J)and@= 1/.W-. 
Note that (5) satisfies detailed balancing. The param- 
eters A and C can be determined by fitting the solu- 
tions of 

(66) 

to experimental data. Apaft from the molecule in 
question and the temperature the values of these param- 
eters depend on the implicit parameter A.Jm which 
is the maximal quantum jump taken into account in 
(6). The time unit in (6) is the mean free time between 
successive collisios~.~ The parameter A affects only the 
absolute time scale of the relaxation. The J dependence 
is dominated by the adiabaticfty parameter C which is 
usually of the order of IO+ - IO-‘L cm (for f+TJ in err+). 

Fig. 3a shows the numerical solutiorz, X(J) = 
X(J, t), of (6) with EGL transition probabiliries (5), 
for an initial distribution of the type observed in in- 
frared chemiluminescence measurements 133. (Eigerz- 
value solutions of the continuous, integro-differential 
anaIogue of (6) have been obtained in a different con- 
text, for limiting forms of (5) f9] -) The vaIues 0fB = 
20 cm-1 and a-1 = 200 ~w-1 correvond to HF at room 
temperature; equivaZentIy B z exp(-/W) = 0.9. The 
parameter C= 8.5 X IO-3 cm has been determined in- 
dependently elsewhere [lo] for A& = 2. The param- 
eterA = 7 X 1P3 has been so chosen in order to get a 
similar time scale for figs. 3a and 3b on the one hand 
and figs. 3c and 3d (see below) on the other. 

Fig. Sb describes the same results of fig. 3a, but 
after transformation from the stak scaleJ Zo the en- 
ergy scale r = EJjB =J(J f 1). The transformed solu- 
tions were obtahed via X(r) * X(J)d//dr = X(Jj~(V f l)_ 
We note ?hat although fig. 33 and fig. 3b contain exact- 
ly the Same information. the respective relaxation pat- 
tems appear quite different. JR particular the doubIe- 
peak structure and the nearly “‘stationary point” at 
J= 5 ofX(J) are largely masked by the transformation 
to X(r)- Furthermore, the general behatiour displayed 
by the time evolution ofX(r) is rather similar to that 
ofX(v) in fig. 2. To emphasize the similarity, the initial 
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Fig_ 3. Time evoluCon of ratational state X(J) and energy X(r) distributions- (a) Solutions of the master equation (6) oith EGL 
transition probrrbilities (5). (b) The same sohtions after transfomarian ta the energy scale_ (r) Solutrons of the qcasichssinl model, 
(10). (d) The same soWions after transformation to the state scale. The various mrres correspond to the fokwmg (reduced) times: 
-,~~~.-__,r=1_0O_-----, t--460.-~----,t=l90.-~-,t=1~~0.----,t=-. 

vibrationa distribution in fig. 2 W’JS taken to be of the 
form of the initial rotationa eneraa distribution in fig- 
3b. Of caurse the time profiles of X(vj and X(r) are not 
the same. However they reveal enouo& SimiIariiies far 
motivating the ZormuIatiofi of the quasi-dassical rota- 
tional relaxation model below_ By examinicg the pro- 
perties of this model we shall explain the differences 
between x(r) and X(u)_ 

Using the transformations X(r) f X(J)bifdr = 
X(J)((Zr +I) and P(r’ir) = P(.I’iJ)dJ’/& = P(J’IJ)/ 
(‘LJ’ + ‘I) eqs. (5) and (6) become 

P(r’lr) = A exp [-C’S@ - r)] , r’ > r, 

(7) 

As long as the summnticn in (8; is restricted to the re- 
preseotative terms r’ = rJ. =f’(J’ + 1) the salutions of 
(8) with the transition probahities (7) are ideatical to 
the X(r) shown in fig. 3b, obtained by transforming the 
solutions of (6). Based on tie applicability of the quasi- 
classical rotational spectrum (for cquikbrium properties) 
and the similarities between the relaxation of X(v), fig. 
2; and X(r), fig. 3b, we now adapt an alternative ap- 
proach. We let r,i range over al1 their quasi-dassically 
allowed vduest0,l,2,_ _ _, and simultaneously impose 
the harmonic-like selection rules AP = t - r’ = Sl (more 
generally we could take Ar = 4 constant). Using (7) we 
find that P(r - 1 ir) and P(rIr - 1) are constants, inde- 
pendent oft, satisfying the detailed balance condition 

(9) 
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The master equation (8) now reads 

dX(r)/dr=X(r+l)i-BX(r-I)-(ltB)X(r), (IO) 

where the time scale has been readjusted by setting 
fir- IIr)= 1 sothatP(rIr- :)=B_Wenote that (10) 
does not involve a free parameter of the kind of Gin 
(5)_ The elimination of C from the transition probabili- 
ties is a direct resuh of the detaiIed balance reIation (9) 
and the assumption A.r = i-1 (or more generaIIy AI-= 
*constant). This is not surprising. since; as mentioned 
above with respect to (5), the value of C depends on 
the choice AJn.r_ Our choice which refers to the energy 
jump & rather than the quantum state jump AJ has 
eI.iminated the C-dependence completely. 

The simpIe master equation (10) admits ciosed from 
solutions reIated to a random walk problem with one 
reIIecting barrier at r= --I/2 @,I I] _ In &is paper we 
shall not discuss their anaIytic properties and Iimit our- 
seIves in comparing them to the solutions of(O)_ Fig 
3c displays the time evoIution of the X(r) derived from 
(IO), for the same initial distribution X0(r) =X,(J)/ 
(W-E I) and 0 = 09 used to derive tig_ 3b. The energy 
distributions derived from (IO) have been transformed 
back to the state distributions X(J) = (3-r + I )x(r,) 
which are shown in iig_ Id. 

The good agreement between the solutions of (6) 
and the very simple quasi-cIassicaI master equation (10) 
is apparent- It should be added that the agreement can 
be improved by usiig sIigbtIy different vahres for C iu 
(5) Furthermore, the good agreement is not specific to 
the initial distribution and 6 value used in this paper. 
SimiIar results were obtained for a wide range of initial 

conditions [S] - The reason for that requires further, 
more detailed, anaIysis. In any case, the simpIe form of 
(10) and its solutions offer a new route for studying the 
characteristics of rotationaI relaxation, e.g_ the superpo- 
sition property ]4] _ More generahy, the possibility of 
reducing cornpIex relaxation equations to simpIe ona 

may be valuable in the study of other nonequihbdum 
systems_ 

FinaIIy we note ‘hat (lo) is very similar to the LT 
equation (4) The only difference is in the additional 
v dependence of the transition probabilities of the LT 
modeI. This dependence is responsibIe for the differences 
between fig. 2 and figs_ 3b or 3c. 
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